
EVENTS CALENDAR

Sold out
Staying in Grace
Kona, Hawaii USA
November 9 - 13, 2022

Spaces available
Masters in Communications
Kona, Hawaii USA
November 21 - 25, 2022

Online
Sexual Energies School
Hosted by Geoff & Linda Hoppe
December 9 - 11, 2022

Our annual ProGnost event
ProGnost 2023
Live online from the CC Connection Center
January 14, 2023

Only offered once a year
Aspectology® Online 
Hosted by Geoff & Linda Hoppe
January 27 - 29, 2023

Spaces available
Time Traveling with Adamus
February 19 - 23, 2023

Date Change
Masters in Communications
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
March 17 - 21, 2023

Live and online from Kona
Heaven’s Cross
Free! A global gathering with Adamus for 
this epic event
March 22, 2023

Limited spaces available
Master’s Circle
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
April 9 - 13, 2023

Staying in Grace
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
April 23 - 27, 2023

Master’s Circle
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
May 14 - 18, 2023

FEATURED PRODUCTS AND EVENTS

TODAY’S MUSIC  Before showtime: Electropositive by Matt 
Nasir • Opening: This Majestic Land by Michael Hoppe • Break 
Music: Neutral Motion by Richard Lacy • Music video before 
Adamus:    By Way of Sorrow by the Wailin’ Jennys • Credits Video:  
Cosmic Wonders by the Space Telescope Science Institute

NOVEMBER 5, 2022

Cloud Class Available November 15, 2022
During the closing channel of Dream of the 
Merlin, Beloved St. Germain made an ex-
traordinary announcement. He declared that 
we are nearly at the completion of a very im-
portant project called Heaven’s Cross, and 
that its “whole purpose was to open up the 
gateways between the realms.” 

Adamus has announced that the date of 
Heaven’s Cross opening is March 22, 2023. 
We recently recorded the first installment 
of Heaven’s Cross.  In this first five-session 

Sexual Energies School Online - You’ve prob-
ably heard of “SES” more than a few times within 
the Crimson Circle webcasts and websites. It 
is the #1 core Crimson Circle class, originally 
channeled by Tobias and then updated in 2015 
with  additonal sessions from Adamus. It helps 
Shaumbra manage their energy with other peo-
ple, and to bring back a balance between the 
masculine and feminine energies within them-
selves. SES is hosted live with Geoff and Linda 
Hoppe twice a year, with the next offering Decem-
ber 9 - 11, 2022. Join over 20,000 Shaumbra who 
have already changed their lives with SES. 

Cloud Class, called “Preparing for the Open-
ing” we learn more about what Heaven’s 
Cross actually is and why it’s happening now. 
In the first session, Adamus talks about the 
core issue that’s affecting nearly everyone 
on the planet: Hopelessness. Caused by a 
loss of connection with Self, this hopeless-
ness leads to mental imbalances like depres-
sion, despair, and anxiety, as well as suicide, 
health issues, and even war, poverty, hunger. 
In fact, a pervasive feeling of hopelessness is 
at the root of nearly all the current suffering of 
humanity. The solution is simple, yet it’s been 
mostly out of reach, but that is changing now! 
For those who are ready, access to the other 
realms of Self (and beyond) will soon be ex-
ponentially easier.

For you personally, there will be tremendous 
significance. No longer separated from the 
soul, your human self can move with a new 
freedom, ease, and grace. This reconnec-
tion also has unexpected ramifications on 
your past. Tobias said, “The future is the past 
healed.” Adamus modified this by saying, 
“The future is the past, illuminated.”

ALT SERIES SHOUD 2


